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Abstract: The surface water path (SWP) extracted from digital elevation model (DEM) by flow direction 13 

algorithms is widely employed to obtain a variety of topographic variables used in hydrological modeling. 14 

Accurate SWPs can facilitate understanding the underlying mechanisms of water movement on Earth’s 15 

surface. However, the accuracy of extracted SWPs by different flow direction algorithms has not been 16 

systematically studied. In this work, two indicators are developed to measure the area and position errors of 17 

extracted SWPs relative to theoretical SWPs on four synthetic surfaces representing typical terrains of 18 
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natural watersheds. Based on the formulas of the synthetic surfaces, theoretical true SWP can be derived for 19 

any grid cell on the DEM discretized from the synthetic surfaces. Several widely used flow direction 20 

algorithms including three single flow direction (SFD) algorithms (i.e. D8, Rho8 and D8-LTD approaches) 21 

and three multiple flow direction (MFD) algorithms (i.e. FDFM, MFD-md and D∞ approaches) are 22 

implemented to extract SWPs. Results suggest that significant distinctions can be detected in SWPs 23 

extracted by different flow direction algorithms. The SWPs extracted by SFD algorithms are always 24 

one-dimensional non-dispersive lines because SFD algorithms allow only one flow direction at each grid 25 

cell. In contrast, the SWPs extracted by MFD algorithms show excessive artificial dispersion. The average 26 

area error of extracted SWPs ranges from 16.3% to 75.2% on different synthetic surfaces and the minimum 27 

is obtained by FDFM approach for all synthetic surfaces. The average position error falls in the range of 28 

46.0% to 161.4%. The maximum is gained by D8 or FDFM approach, and the minimum by D8-LTD or D∞ 29 

approach. The cross compensation of SWP area induced by artificial dispersion leads to relatively high area 30 

accuracy but relatively low position accuracy of MFD algorithms. In addition, increasing DEM resolution 31 

without capturing more topographic variability can decrease the area and position accuracy due to error 32 

accumulation from more steps of flow direction calculation. Our findings provide a beneficial insight into 33 

applying SWP-derived topographic variables to hydrological modeling. 34 
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 38 

1. Introduction 39 

Topography is a dominant factor in determining the paths of surface water under the effect of gravity 40 

(Wolock and McCabe, 1995; Tarboton, 1997). The determined surface water paths (SWPs) have been widely 41 
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employed to compute a variety of hydrological and geomorphological variables such as total dispersion area 42 

(TDA), topographic wetness index (TWI) and total contributing area (TCA) (Shin and Paik, 2017). These 43 

variables offer topographic information to a range of geological models including distributed hydrological 44 

models (Pourali et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018), soil erosion models (Pradhan et al., 2017) 45 

and landscape evolution models (Paik, 2012). Thus, extracting SWPs based on topographic data has primary 46 

topographical and hydrological significance (Orlandini and Moretti, 2009). 47 

Digital elevation model (DEM) is the numerical approximation of topographic elevation map (Meisels 48 

et al., 1995). The most common data structure for DEM is regular square grid (Costa-Cabral and Burges, 49 

1994). In present, various flow direction algorithms have been created to extract SWP based on raster DEMs, 50 

such as the D8 approach (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984), Rho8 approach (Depraetere, 1989) and D∞ 51 

approach (Tarboton, 1997). On raster DEM, any grid cell and its eight adjacent grid cells can form a 3×3 52 

window as shown in Figure 1a. In each 3×3 window, a flow direction algorithm decides the flow direction of 53 

center grid cell and allocates the water from the center grid cell to the adjacent grid cells (Qin et al., 2007). 54 

The grid cell receiving water is called a “receiving grid cell”. According to the number of receiving grid 55 

cells on a 3×3 window, flow direction algorithms can be classified into two types, namely single flow 56 

direction (SFD) and multiple flow direction (MFD) algorithms (Kok et al., 2018). An SFD algorithm allows 57 

only one receiving grid cell while an MFD algorithm allows multiple ones from each center grid cell (Qin et 58 

al., 2007). 59 

The earliest and simplest SFD algorithm is the D8 approach (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984). It treats the 60 

adjacent grid cell in the direction of the steepest slope as the receiving grid cell. Due to simplicity, D8 61 

approach has been widely applied in terrain analysis (Carrara, 1988; Survila et al., 2016; Wilson et al, 2007). 62 

However, several drawbacks in D8 approach were discovered in case studies. Wolock and McCabe (1995) 63 

stated that flow direction obtained by D8 approach is diverted from its true path by a degree of -45 to 45. 64 
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Erskine et al (2006) found the occurrence of unrealistic parallel flow paths. To settle the above problems, 65 

great efforts have been made to modify D8 approach (e.g. Fairfield and Leymarie, 1991; Paik, 2008; 66 

Orlandini et al., 2003). Fairfield and Leymarie (1991) introduced a stochastic variable into D8 approach 67 

when calculating the slopes for diagonal gird cells. Paik (2003, 2008) tried to obtain more reasonable flow 68 

directions by maximizing the use of information stored in DEMs. Despite of these modifications, it is found 69 

that SFD algorithms cannot produce satisfactory results on dispersive terrains (Orlandini and Moretti, 2009). 70 

The reason is that water over a two-dimensional grid cell is treated as a zero-dimensional point source and is 71 

projected downslope by a one-dimensional line (Orlandini and Moretti, 2009; Shelef and Hilley, 2013). 72 

Typical MFD algorithms include the FD8 approach (Freeman, 1991), D∞ approach and FD∞ approach 73 

(Seibert and McGlynn, 2007), etc. Many investigations demonstrated the superiority of MFD algorithms in 74 

generating more accurate topographic variables (Erskine et al., 2006; Zhou and Liu, 2002; Pilesjö and Hasan, 75 

2014). Yet Costa-Cabral and Burges (1994) argued that the SWP extracted by an MFD algorithm is a 76 

discontinuous area comprising portions of different grid cells. Some works criticized that MFD algorithms 77 

often lead to excessive numerical dispersion (Tarbaton, 1997; Seibert and McGlynn, 2007). The dispersion is 78 

different from the physical dispersion inherent in transport processes and thus is called artificial dispersion. 79 

Orlandini et al. (2003, 2012) stressed that the artificial dispersion is not consistent with the morphological 80 

definition of the drainage area. Seibert and McGlynn (2007) deemed that the cross compensation of drainage 81 

area induced by artificial dispersion is the essential reason for highly precise topographic variables obtained 82 

by MFD algorithms. 83 

As was discussed, both SFD and MFD algorithms have advantages and drawbacks. Many scholars have 84 

focused on finding a comparatively better approach for each specific case (Desmet and Govers, 1996; Huang 85 

and Lee, 2015; Rampi et al., 2014; Orlandini et al., 2012). Wolock and McCabe (1995) investigated the TWI 86 

distributions obtained by different flow direction algorithms. Erskine et al. (2006) compared several typical 87 
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flow direction algorithms according to the patterns of TCA maps. Zhou and Liu (2002) quantified the errors 88 

of specific contributing area (SCA) obtained by flow direction algorithms on synthetic surfaces. It, however, 89 

can be noticed that errors in topographic variables are related not only to flow direction algorithms but also 90 

to other factors (Desmet and Govers, 1996; Marthews et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2011). For example, SCA is 91 

associated with counter length and TWI is a function of SCA and terrain slope. It is, therefore, questionable 92 

to evaluate flow direction algorithms based on the precision of obtained topographic variables. In addition, 93 

most studies paid attention only to the value precision of obtained topographic variables (e.g. Zhou and Liu, 94 

2002; Zhou et al., 2011; Yong et al., 2012). Seldom have evaluated the spatial position precision of these 95 

geographically meaningful variables. 96 

Unlike other topographic variables obtained based on flow direction algorithms (i.e. SCA, TCA, TDA 97 

and TWI), SWP is a direct product of flow direction algorithm with no relation to other factors. Higher 98 

precision in the area of SWP ensures less errors in estimated topographic information such as SCA (Zhou 99 

and Liu, 2002; Qin et al., 2007), TWI (Sörensen et al., 2006), catchment area, pedologic variables (Florinsky 100 

et al., 2002), valley lines (Lindsay, 2003) and drainage networks (Turcotte et al., 2001). High precision in 101 

the spatial position of SWPs facilitates understanding the underlying mechanisms of transport processes 102 

associated with fluid motion on Earth’s surface, e.g. routing process in hydrological cycle, nutrient and 103 

chemical transport, landslide and soil erosion (Costa-Cabral and Burges, 1994; Ren et al., 2018; Li et al., 104 

2018; Wang et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). To the best of our knowledge, both the area and 105 

position precisions of extracted SWPs have not been studied systemically.  106 

The purpose of this work is to develop a method for evaluating the SWPs extracted by flow direction 107 

algorithms. Raster DEMs discretized from synthetic surfaces are used to represent the typical local terrains 108 

of natural watersheds. Theoretical ‘true’ SWP is derived based on the formulas of synthetic surfaces and 109 

compared with the SWPs extracted by flow direction algorithms. Two indicators are created to measure the 110 
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area and position errors of extracted SWPs compared to the theoretical SWPs. Numerical experiments are 111 

conducted on synthetic surfaces and natural terrains to evaluate the performances of extracted SWPs. The 112 

reasons for the advantages and drawbacks of typical flow direction algorithms are also discussed. 113 

 114 

2. Methodology 115 

2.1 Flow direction algorithms 116 

Flow direction algorithms can be categorized into two classes according to the number of receiving grid 117 

cells they can generate for each grid cell, namely SFD and MFD algorithms (Yong et al., 2012). At each grid 118 

cell, the SFD algorithms generate one flow direction toward one downstream cell, while the MFD 119 

algorithms can generate multiple flow directions toward multiple downstream cells with different 120 

probabilities. Several representative SFD and MFD algorithms are described in this section.  121 

2.1.1 Single flow direction (SFD) algorithms 122 

The SFD algorithms evaluated in this work are D8, Rho8 and D8-LTD. In almost all SFD algorithms, a 123 

3×3 window consisting of a center grid cell (cell 0) and its eight adjacent grid cells (cells 1 to 8) is used as 124 

the basic calculation unit (Figure 1a). Cells 2, 4, 6 and 8 are called cardinal grid cells of cell 0 and cells 1, 3, 125 

4 and 7 are called diagonal grid cells.  126 

In D8 approach, the slopes between the center and its adjacent grid cells are calculated by (O’Callaghan 127 

and Mark, 1984): 128 

                                                          (1) 129 

where    is the elevation of cell i and    is the projected horizontal distance from the center of cell 0 to the 130 

center of cell i. If the side length of each grid cell is L,    is equal to L for cardinal grid cells and     for 131 

diagonal ones. Based on the D8 approach, Rho8 approach introduces a stochastic variable rho into equation 132 

(1) (Depraetere, 1989): 133 
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                                                                      (2) 134 

    is 1 for cardinal grid cells and 1/(1-r) for diagonal grid cells where r is a random variable uniformly 135 

distributed between 0 and 1. In both D8 and Rho8 approaches, the gird cell in the steepest direction is 136 

identified as the receiving grid cell. 137 

In D8-LTD approach, the 3×3 window in Figure 1a is divided into 8 planar triangular facets, as shown 138 

in Figure 1b (Orlandini et al., 2003). The elevations of the center, cardinal and diagonal gird cells in a 139 

triangular facet are denoted by e0, e1 and e2, respectively. The gradient of the triangular facet can be 140 

represented by a vector (s1, s2) where s1=(e0- e1)/L and s2=(e1- e2)/L. The magnitude of the steepest slope is 141 

s=(s1
2
+ s2

2
)
0.5

 and the flow direction expressed as the angle with the cardinal direction of the facet is 142 

r=arctan(s2/s1). The slope s and the flow direction r need to be modified as follows if r is not in the range 143 

between 0 and    . If r<0, set r equal to 0 and set s equal to s1. If r >   , set r equal to     and set s 144 

equal to s2. (Tartoon, 1997). The facet with the steepest slope is chosen as the drainage facet, of which the 145 

cardinal and diagonal grid cells are selected as the two candidates of the receiving grid cell. D8-LTD 146 

approach uses ‘transversal deviation’ to select a receiving grid cell from the two candidates. As shown in 147 

Figure 1b, transversal deviation is defined as the least distance from the center of a candidate grid cell to the 148 

path along the flow direction originating from the center grid cell. The candidate with the least transversal 149 

deviation (LTD) is identified as the receiving grid cell. For details of the D8-LTD approach, please refer to 150 

Orlandini et al. (2003, 2009). 151 

Given a starting grid cell, one can construct a 3×3 window centered at the starting grid cell. On the 3×3 152 

window, a SFD algorithm can identify a receiving grid cell for the starting grid cell. The receiving grid cell 153 

is treated as the center grid cell of a new 3×3 window and the SFD algorithm is implemented continuously 154 

to find new receiving grid cells until the border of the study area or a sink (depression) is reached. Extracted 155 

SWP is a one-dimensional line sequentially connecting the starting gird cell and all receiving grid cells. 156 
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2.1.2 Multiple flow direction (MFD) algorithms 157 

Three MFD algorithms including FDFM, MFD-md and D∞ approaches are discussed in this work. The 158 

3×3 window in Figure 1a is still used as the basic calculation unit for the FDFM and MFD-md approaches. 159 

On a 3×3 window, all of the adjacent grid cells lower than the center grid cell are identified as receiving grid 160 

cells. The water in the center grid cell is distributed proportionally to the receiving grid cells according to the 161 

following equation (Quinn et al., 1991):  162 

                      
                   

     
 
                      (3) 163 

where    is the proportion of water distributed from the center grid cell 0 to the adjacent grid cell i,        164 

is the slope from the center cell 0 to cell i,    is the effective counter length of cell i and p is an exponent. 165 

   is 0.5L for cardinal grid cells and 0.354L for diagonal grid cells. The exponent p in the FDFM approach 166 

is a fixed constant, e.g., 1.1 in Freeman (1991). p in the MFD-md approach is a variable adapting to local 167 

slope (Qin et al., 2007): 168 

                                                          (4) 169 

Similar to the D8-LTD approach, the triangular facet in Figure 1b is also used as the basic calculation 170 

unit for the D∞ approach. The slope and direction of each facet can be calculated in the same way as in the 171 

D8-LTD approach in section 2.1.1. In the D∞ approach, both the cardinal and diagonal grid cells of drainage 172 

facet (the facet with the steepest slope) is identified as receiving grid cells. The proportions of water 173 

distributed to the receiving grid cells are calculated based on the aspect of the drainage facet. For details of 174 

the D∞ approach, please refer to Tarboton (1997).  175 

Given a starting grid cell, multiple receiving grid cells can be identified by MFD algorithms on the 3×3 176 

window centered at the starting grid cell. Each receiving grid cell becomes the center of a new 3×3 window 177 

and the MFD algorithm is implemented parallelly on the newly-constructed 3×3 windows until the border of 178 

study area or a sink is reached. Clearly, the water in the starting grid cell may be dispersed to a large range 179 
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of downslope area and the extracted SWP is a broad area instead of a one-dimensional line.  180 

 181 

2.2 Theoretical ‘true’ surface water path on synthetic surfaces 182 

Theoretically, the flow direction at any point is perpendicular to the elevation contour line. The 183 

theoretical true SWP for a given starting grid cell on a natural terrain and in coordinate system are shown in 184 

Figure 2. The enveloping flow lines of all the flow lines passing through the starting grid cell are marked as 185 

flow lines 1 and 2 in Figure 2. The area encircled by flow line 1, flow line 2, the starting grid cell and the 186 

borders of the study area is the theoretical true SWP. 187 

Suppose a terrain surface with elevation z=f(x, y). An elevation contour line can be expressed as 188 

f(x,y)=c, where c is the elevation of the contour line, x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a 189 

point on the contour line. The slope at a point is: 190 

         
    

 
                                            (5) 191 

where    and    are the partial derivatives of the elevation with respect to x and y. The flow direction is: 192 

                                                              (6) 193 

The flow line passing through the point is denoted by g(x, y) and satisfies: 194 

                                                                   (7) 195 

Solving the differential equation (7) obtains (Zhou and Liu 2002): 196 

                                                        (8) 197 

Given the vertex coordinates of a starting grid cell, the area of the theoretical ‘true’ SWP can be calculated 198 

by numerical integration.  199 

A real-world DEM contains a variety of errors originating from DEM acquisition and production, data 200 

truncation and interpolation processes, and depression removing techniques (Grimaldi et al., 2005; Nardi et 201 

al. 2008). One type of manifestation of these errors are spurious sinks, depressions and pits in the DEM 202 
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(Grimaldi et al., 2004, 2007), which create discontinuities in the DEM-derived drainage patterns and can 203 

dramatically influence DEM-based simulations of drainage basin hydrological response. Zhou and Liu 204 

(2002) stated that the uncertainty in the real-world DEM itself often masks the inherent errors of flow 205 

direction algorithms. In addition, theoretical SWPs can hardly be extracted due to the complexity of 206 

real-world DEMs. All of the above discussions suggest that it is difficult to assess flow direction algorithms 207 

on a real-world DEM. 208 

This work adopts synthetic surfaces instead of real-world DEMs to evaluate different flow direction 209 

algorithms. The reason is that the DEM created from a synthetic surface that has a definite mathematical 210 

function is error-free (Zhou and Liu, 2002) and that terrain attributes at any point of the synthetic surface can 211 

be solved analytically (Qin et al., 2013). In this work, dispersive, convergent, and plain terrains are 212 

represented by ellipsoid, inverse ellipsoid and inclined plane, respectively. In addition, saddle is employed to 213 

represent a combination of dispersive and convergent terrains. Table 1 shows the formulas of the synthetic 214 

surfaces as well as the general equations of flow lines.  215 

 216 

2.3 Area and position error indicators for extracted SWP 217 

In this paper, two metrics are proposed to measure the area and position errors of the extracted SWP as 218 

compared to the theoretical SWP. Figure 3 presents a sketch map of the theoretical and extracted SWPs on a 219 

2×2 window. The theoretical SWP is the region encircled by the solid red lines and the extracted SWP is the 220 

region encircled by the solid black lines. It can be found that any grid cell on the 2×2 window can be divided 221 

into three areas of A1, A2 and A3. A1 is the area belonging to both the theoretical and extracted SWPs, A2 is 222 

the area belonging to the theoretical SWP but not to the extracted SWP, and A3 is the area belonging to the 223 

extracted SWP but not to the theoretical SWP. The magnitudes of A1, A2 and A3 fall into the range of 0 to L
2
.  224 

For a grid cell, the areas of the theoretical and extracted SWPs equal to (A1+A2) and (A1+A3), 225 
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respectively. The absolute area error of the extracted SWP inside the grid cell is |(A1+A2)-(A1+A3)|=|A2-A3|. 226 

On a synthetic surface consisting of N grid cells, the relative area error of the extracted SWP is obtained as: 227 

   
        

 
   

        
 
   

                                             (9) 228 

where N is the total number of grid cells on the synthetic surface. The bias between the spatial positions of 229 

the theoretical and extracted SWPs inside a grid cell can be measured by A2+A3. Thus, the relative position 230 

error of the extracted SWP on a synthetic surface can be calculated by: 231 

        
        

 
   

        
 
   

                                            (10) 232 

To the best of our knowledge, the area and position precisions of the SWPs extracted by flow direction 233 

algorithms have not be quantitatively evaluated on synthetic surfaces. 234 

 235 

3. Results and discussions 236 

3.1 Theoretical and extracted SWPs on synthetic surfaces 237 

3.1.1 The features of the synthetic surfaces and the theoretical SWP area 238 

The synthetic surfaces listed in Table 1 are all discretized into 30×30 DEM matrices. The 3-D graphics 239 

of the synthetic surfaces and the spatial patterns of the theoretical SWP area are shown in Figure 4. 240 

Square-rooted theoretical SWP area is used in Figures 4b, 4d and 4h for better presentation.  241 

Ellipsoid is a dispersive surface and flow at any point on the surface is routed to the border of the 242 

ellipsoid along a flow line. In Figure 4b, square-rooted theoretical SWP area decreases from the ellipsoid 243 

center to the ellipsoid borders, with its isolines showing an uneven distribution of being dense inside and 244 

sparse outside. In addition, all of the isolines are concave in the cardinal directions of the ellipsoid center 245 

and convex in the diagonal directions. It indicates a larger spatial variation rate of the square-rooted 246 

theoretical SWP area along the cardinal directions than that along the diagonal directions. Inverse ellipsoid 247 

is convergent everywhere and flow at any point on the surface will converge to its center. The square-rooted 248 
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theoretical SWP area increases from the ellipsoid center to the ellipsoid borders, with its isolines being a 249 

group of concentric rhombuses with uneven spatial distribution. 250 

The direction of the steepest slope and the flow direction are identical at any point on an inclined plane 251 

(e.g. Figure 4e), leading to a series of parallel flow lines. In Figure 4f, the isolines of the theoretical SWP 252 

area are even-spaced broken lines with a deflection of 90 degree. The corners of the isolines are along a 253 

straight line, of which the slope is equal to that of the steepest slope of the inclined plane. On a saddle 254 

(Figure 4g), flow lines on the surface start from the borders at x=1500 and end at the borders at y=1500. 255 

In Figure 4h, the isolines of the square-rooted theoretical SWP area extend in the direction of x axis and 256 

concave toward saddle center in the direction of y axis. The degree of concavity is much more significant for 257 

the isolines near the saddle center than those near the saddle boundaries. 258 

3.1.2 Spatial patterns of the theoretical and extracted SWPs 259 

The SWPs of several selected starting grid cells on each of the synthetic surfaces are shown in Figure 5 260 

to illustrate the spatial patterns of the theoretical and extracted SWPs. In each plot, red lines are the 261 

boundaries of the theoretical flow lines passing through a starting grid cell, as illustrated by the flow lines 1 262 

and 2 in Figure 2. The area encircled by the red lines, the starting grid cell and the border of the theoretical 263 

terrain is the theoretical SWP. The assembly of grid cells in blue colors is the SWP extracted by a flow 264 

direction algorithm. For each grid cell in the extracted SWP of a starting grid cell, the color depth reflects 265 

the proportion of the grid cell area that is assigned to the flow path of a water parcel from the starting grid 266 

cell. A darker color means higher proportion. 267 

3.1.2.1 Spatial patterns of the SWP on an ellipsoid 268 

Three grid cells are chosen on the ellipsoid as the starting grid cells of the theoretical and extracted  269 

SWPs (Figure 5a). The theoretical SWP is a fan-shaped area and its width is always larger than the size of 270 

one grid cell. However, the SWPs extracted by the SFD algorithms (i.e. D8, Rho8 and D8-LTD approaches) 271 
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are always one-dimensional lines without dispersion. This is caused by the underlying hypothesis of 272 

allowing only one flow direction at each grid cell in the SFD algorithms. Grid cell 1 is located in the 273 

diagonal direction of the ellipsoid center and the average direction of its theoretical SWP is in the diagonal 274 

direction (i.e. 45 degree). Grid cell 3 is located in the cardinal direction of the ellipsoid center, of which the 275 

theoretical SWP is symmetrical about y axis (i.e. 90 degree). Figure 5a reveals that all SFD algorithms can 276 

accurately trace the average directions of the theoretical SWPs for grid cells 1 and 3.  277 

As to grid cell 2, the average direction of the theoretical SWP has an angle less than 45 degree with the 278 

diagonal or cardinal directions of the ellipsoid center. Clear distinctions can be recognized among the SWPs 279 

extracted by different SFD algorithms for grid cell 2. D8 SWP is extended along the diagonal direction, most 280 

of which is out of the theoretical SWP. The cause is related to the data structure of raster DEM. For the 281 

center grid cell on a 3×3 window, only one out of its eight adjacent grid cells is identified by the D8 282 

approach as the receiving grid cell. The flow direction is therefore the multiple of 45 degree, resulting in an 283 

error of 0 to 45 degree between the real and the D8 flow directions. Rho8 approach uses a stochastic variable 284 

to modify D8 flow directions. It can be seen from Figure 5a that the Rho8 SWP is partially covered by the 285 

theoretical SWP and has less position error (E2=90.4%) than the D8 SWP (E2=112.7%). A drawback of the 286 

Rho8 approach is the non-reproducibility due to the introduction of randomness. A Rho8 SWP obtained in 287 

another run is likely to follow a completely different path compared with the Rho8 SWP shown in Figure 5a. 288 

The non-reproducibility severely limits the use of Rho8 approach in practical cases. In addition, the errors of 289 

flow directions are continuously accumulated in D8 and Rho8 approaches when the SWP goes downslope. 290 

To relieve this problem, D8-LTD approach adjusts flow direction by considering the upstream cumulative 291 

error in flow direction. The grid cell creating the least cumulative error is identified as the receiving grid cell. 292 

In Figure 5a, D8-LTD SWP can perfectly trace the average direction of the theoretical SWP for grid cell 2, 293 

thus achieves the least E1 (69.6%) and E2 (69.8%) compared with other SFD algorithms. 294 
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Different to SFD algorithms, MFD algorithms (i.e. FDFM, MFD-md and D∞ approaches) yield much 295 

more dispersive SWPs by allowing multiple flow directions at one grid cell. Most SWPs extracted by MFD 296 

algorithms are fan-shaped and can cover the theoretical SWPs. In FDFM SWPs, no large differences can be 297 

observed in the color depth of different grid cells with the same distance to the starting grid cell, meaning 298 

that these grid cells receive almost the same proportion of water from the starting grid cell. In contrast, there 299 

are main flow paths in MFD-md and D∞ SWPs, the color depth of which is obviously darker than that of the 300 

neighboring grid cells.  301 

Besides, a large number of grid cells in the SWP extracted by the MFD algorithms do not belong to the 302 

theoretical SWP, indicating an overestimation of extracted SWP. The excessive dispersion is clearly different 303 

from the physical dispersion inherent in natural transport processes and thus is criticized as artificial 304 

dispersion. An essential reason for the occurrence of artificial dispersion is the defect of water allocation 305 

strategy in MFD algorithms. In FDFM and MFD-md approaches, the adjacent grid cells lower than the 306 

center grid cell are all treated as receiving grid cells on a 3×3 window. D∞ approach searches for the facet 307 

with the steepest slope, both the diagonal and the cardinal grid cells of which are identified as the receiving 308 

grid cells. Obviously, the above strategies are designed empirically without sufficient scientific evidences. 309 

The difference between man-made rules in MFD algorithms and natural rules in transport process leads to 310 

artificial dispersion. To minimize artificial dispersion, MFD-md approach adjusts the flow-partition 311 

exponent p in equation (3) and D∞ approach allows a maximum of two receiving grid cells. It can be 312 

observed in Figure 5a that artificial dispersion is effectively limited in the MFD-md and D∞ SWPs.  313 

Most FDFM SWPs have the least area errors (i.e. least E1) compared to the SWPs extracted by other 314 

approaches. The position errors of FDFM SWPs are, however, always larger than those of MFD-md and D∞ 315 

SWPs. Particularly in the case of grid cell 2, the E2 of FDFM SWP (106.5%) is nearly twice as large as the 316 

E2s of MFD-md SWP (56.4%) and D∞ SWP (60.8%). The high area accuracy and low position accuracy of 317 
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FDFM SWPs can also be explained by artificial dispersion. As was discussed, a fraction of extracted SWP is 318 

out of theoretical SWP due to artificial dispersion. The area of the extracted SWP outside the theoretical 319 

SWP can crossly compensate the area deficit of the extracted SWP inside the theoretical SWP, which is 320 

called cross compensation. A larger artificial dispersion triggers stronger cross compensation, leading to less 321 

differences between the areas of the theoretical and extracted SWPs (i.e. less E1). Conversely, the spatial 322 

positions of the extracted SWP inside and outside the theoretical SWP cannot be compensated crossly. 323 

Enhancing artificial dispersion will increase the position error of the extracted SWP (i.e. larger E2). 324 

3.1.2.2 Overall spatial patterns of SWPs on the synthetic surfaces 325 

Because of allowing only one flow direction at each grid cell, the SWPs extracted by SFD algorithms 326 

are non-dispersive one-dimensional lines on all synthetic surfaces in Figure 5. It suggests to some extent that 327 

SFD algorithms may not be appropriate for dispersive terrains. It can be clearly found that D8 SWPs have a 328 

tendency to go straight along diagonal or cardinal directions for lack of a change to flow direction. 329 

Compared with D8 approach, Rho8 approach can generate SWPs closer to the theoretical SWPs for some 330 

grid cells (e.g. grid cell 2 on ellipsoid, grid cell 1 on inclined plane and grid cell 1 on saddle) than for the 331 

others (e.g. grid cell 1 on inverse ellipsoid and grid cell 3 on inclined plane). The instability in performance 332 

is caused by the introduction of randomness and restricts the further application of Rho8 approach in 333 

practical cases. D8-LTD SWPs can perfectly follow the average direction of theoretical SWPs on all 334 

synthetic surfaces, particularly inverse ellipsoid and inclined plane. Accordingly, D8-LTD SWPs show less 335 

position errors than the SWPs extracted by other approaches. The significant improvement in the position 336 

accuracy of D8-LTD SWPs benefits from the consideration of upstream accumulated deviations. 337 

     The underlying hypothesis of multiple flow directions in MFD algorithms creates dispersive SWPs in 338 

Figure 5. Particularly, the extracted SWPs are dispersed to a wide range of downslope area on convergent 339 

terrain (inverse ellipsoid in Figure 5b) and plane terrain (inclined plane in Figure 5c). Due to cross 340 
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compensation induced by artificial dispersion, FDFM approach yields the least E1 and largest E2 on all 341 

synthetic surfaces except inverse ellipsoid. MFD-md and D∞ SWPs have nearly the same E1s and E2s for 342 

all starting grid cells, but D∞ SWPs present some distinctive features compared with MFD-md SWPs. In the 343 

case of grid cell 3 on ellipsoid, D∞ SWP is clustered in the right side of y axis while FDFM and MFD-md 344 

SWPs are symmetrical about y axis. As to grid cell 2 on saddle, D∞ SWP stays in the fourth quadrant while 345 

a fraction of FDFM and MFD-md SWPs spread to the second quadrant. The above differences can be partly 346 

explained by the way of identifying receiving grid cells in D∞ approach. The number of receiving grid cells 347 

is at most two in D∞ approach. As belong to the same triangular facet, the two receiving grid cells are 348 

adjacent to each other with an angle of 45 degree. In other words, the water of the center grid cell cannot be 349 

allocated to two grid cells with an angle larger than 45 degree. The spatial patterns of D∞ SWPs are, 350 

therefore, more centralized and asymmetric than those of FDFM and MFD-md SWPs.  351 

3.1.3 Area and position accuracy of extracted SWPs on synthetic surfaces 352 

Each gird cell in a DEM matrix can be regarded as a starting grid cell of SWP. Figures 6 to 9 show the 353 

spatial patterns of extracted SWP areas, area errors E1 and position errors E2 on different synthetic surfaces, 354 

respectively. The average E1 and E2 for all grid cells on synthetic surfaces are listed in Table 2. 355 

On ellipsoid (i.e. in Figure 6), the isolines of extracted SWP area are convex in cardinal directions and 356 

concave in diagonal directions for almost all flow direction algorithms. The patterns are completely opposite 357 

to the patterns of theoretical isolines in Figure 4. The only exception is the FDFM approach, the isolines of 358 

which show more agreement with theoretical isolines. More blue grid cells and less red grid cells can be 359 

seen in the E1 distribution of FDFM approach, indicating an overall decrease in the area errors of extracted 360 

SWPs. Moreover, Table 2 reveals that the average E1 of FDFM approach (31.9%) is approximately 10% less 361 

than the average E1 of other approaches on ellipsoid. All the above findings prove that the areas of FDFM 362 

SWPs have the highest accuracy compared with the SWPs extracted by other approaches.  363 
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Large distinctions can be observed among the spatial distribution of E2 error for different flow 364 

direction algorithms. In the E2 distribution of D8 approach, there are eight feather-shaped dark red areas 365 

between neighboring cardinal and diagonal directions. The grid cell in dark red color generally has a 366 

position error of >120%. A number of dark red gird cells are turned into green or blue colors in the E2 367 

distribution of Rho8 approach and nearly no dark red grid cells can be detected in the E2 distribution of 368 

D8-LTD approach. Table 2 reveals that the average position accuracy of Rho8 and D8-LTD approaches 369 

measured by E2 have an improvement of 10.6% and 32.5% over that of D8 approach. It suggests that the 370 

modifications to flow direction can effectively improve the position accuracy of extracted SWPs in Rho8 371 

and D8-LTD approaches. The E2 distribution of FDFM approach has the largest red area with an average E2 372 

(76.0%) second only to that of D8 approach (80.1%). The E2 distributions of MFD-md and D∞ approaches 373 

exhibit high similarities with that of D8 approach, but have less red area and lighter color. 374 

Some of above findings are also true for other synthetic surfaces. In Figures 7 to 9, FDFM approach 375 

yields the least average E1 on all synthetic surfaces except inverse ellipsoid. This is the reason why FDFM 376 

approach is widely used to generate TWI maps in TOPMPDEL (Qiunn et al., 1991). High similarities in the 377 

E1 distributions and average E1s can be detected for other flow direction algorithms. On the other hand, the 378 

E2 distributions and average E2s of different approaches are obviously distinctive. The largest average E2 is 379 

obtained by D8 or FDFM approach whereas the least by D8-LTD or D∞ approach. It can be found in Table 2 380 

that FDFM approach obtains the least average E1 and (secondary) largest average E2 on almost all synthetic 381 

surfaces. The reason is the cross compensation of area induced by artificial dispersion. 382 

The average E1 ranges from 16.3% to 75.2% and the averaged E2 ranges from 46.0% to 161.4% on 383 

different synthetic surfaces. Most average E1s and E2s are larger than 20%, which may be not satisfactory in 384 

practice. It is therefore questionable to apply the topographic information extracted by these flow direction 385 

algorithms for topographical simulation. There is an urgent need of proposing a flow direction algorithm that 386 
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can extract topographic information more accurately.  387 

3.1.4 Impacts of DEM resolution on the average E1 and E2 388 

The variations of average E1 and E2 with DEM resolution on synthetic surfaces are shown in Figure 10. 389 

In each sub-figure, the value of the x axis denotes the number of grid cells in the row or column of the DEM 390 

matrix discretized from synthetic surface. An increase in the value of x axis implies an increase in the 391 

resolution of DEM.  392 

Given a flow direction algorithm, it can be seen in Figure 10 that increasing DEM resolution can lead 393 

to an increasing average E1 on ellipsoid, inclined plane and saddle, but a decreasing average E1 on inverse 394 

ellipsoid. The average E2 exhibits a positive correlation with DEM resolution on all synthetic surfaces. As 395 

DEM resolution is increased, the variation amplitudes of both the average E1 and E2 are reduced rapidly. 396 

Given a DEM resolution, flow direction algorithms generate similar average E1s (except FDFM approach) 397 

but obviously different average E2s. FDFM approach obtains the least average E1 and (secondary) largest 398 

average E2 for all DEM resolutions and synthetic surfaces. The largest average E2 is obtained by D8 399 

approach in most cases. 400 

Despite the fact that a DEM of a higher resolution can provide a better approximation of real terrains, 401 

extracted SWPs show lower area and position accuracy. Moreover, increasing DEM resolution can increase 402 

the computational burden exponentially. For example, while using D8 approach, it takes about 1 minute to 403 

extract SWPs on a 30×30 DEM matrix but more than 5 minutes on a 60×60 DEM matrix. We recommend 404 

that there is no need to refine the DEM resolution when a real terrain has been split into a collection of 405 

terrain units with simple forms (i.e. plane, convergent or dispersive terrains). 406 

 407 

3.2 Spatial patterns of extracted SWPs on a real terrain 408 

This section makes a qualitative analysis of the extracted SWPs on real terrains. A 30×30 DEM matrix 409 
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is chosen from the Louhe Basin (110°20’, 34°7’), China. The DEM is downloaded from the Geospatial Data 410 

Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/) with a horizontal resolution of 30 m and a vertical resolution of 1 m. 411 

ArcGIS software is used for data pre-processing to remove topographic depressions and flat areas on DEM 412 

matrix. 3-dimensional plot of DEM in Figure 11 reveals that hillsides and valleys are crossly distributed over 413 

the study area. The extracted SWPs for several starting grid cells are presented in Figure 11. 414 

Valley is a typical convergent local terrain in nature. In Figure 11a, two starting grid cells on valley 415 

lines are used as the starting grid cells of SWPs. Both the SFD and MFD algorithms can trace valley lines 416 

successfully and there are few distinctions in the SWPs extracted by different approaches. Notwithstanding, 417 

slight artificial dispersion can be detected in FDFM and FMD-md SWPs. Flow is exchanged between valley 418 

and hillside grid cells in the red circles of Figure 11a, which is clearly contrary to the laws of nature.  419 

One of the most typical dispersive local terrains in nature is hillside. One grid cell on hillslope and one 420 

grid cell at the peak of a hillside are chosen as examples in Figure 11b. It can be observed that the SWPs 421 

extracted by SFD algorithms are all highly similar one-dimensional non-dispersive lines. In contrast, 422 

significant dispersion occurs in the SWPs extracted by MFD algorithms. FDFM SWP presents the greatest 423 

dispersion, followed by MFD-md SWP, and then D∞ SWP. In particular, FDFM SWP covers the whole 424 

hillside in the case of grid cell 4. Obvious main paths can be observed in the SWPs extracted by MFD 425 

algorithms, the color depth of which is much darker than the neighboring grid cells. The main paths are 426 

highly consistent with the one-dimensional SWPs extracted by SFD algorithms. D∞ SWPs show some 427 

obvious distinctions compared with the SWPs extracted by other MFD algorithms. For grid cell 3, D∞ SWP 428 

is concentrated on the left side of a hillside, yet the aspect of the hillside is due south and the true SWP 429 

should be right-and-left symmetrical. As to grid cell 4, D∞ SWP goes downslope along a path on the right 430 

side of hillside while FDFM and MFD-md SWPs are split into two main drainage paths at the starting grid 431 

cell. The distinctions, as was discussed, can be attributed to the way of identifying receiving grid cells in D∞ 432 

http://www.gscloud.cn/
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approach. The approach cannot find out two drainage directions with an angle > 45 degree. Comparatively, 433 

MFD-md approach has the best performances on dispersive terrains, the SWP of which has multiple 434 

drainage directions with limited artificial dispersion.  435 

 436 

4. Conclusion 437 

This work studies the accuracy of SWPs extracted by several representative flow direction algorithms 438 

on synthetic surfaces. A method is developed to calculate the theoretical ‘true’ SWP based on the formulas of 439 

synthetic surfaces. Two indicators are created to measure the area and position errors of extracted SWPs 440 

relative to the theoretical SWPs. Major findings are summarized as follows:  441 

(1) The SWPs extracted by SFD algorithms are always one-dimensional non-dispersive lines due to the 442 

underlying hypothesis of allowing only one flow direction at each grid cell. D8 SWPs have a tendency to go 443 

straight along diagonal or cardinal direction for lack of a modification to flow direction. The theoretical and 444 

the D8 flow directions always differ by an angle of 0 to 45 degree. Rho8 approach uses a stochastic term to 445 

modify the flow direction. The introduction of randomness leads to more accurate SWPs for some grid cells 446 

but less accurate SWPs for some others. The instability of the performance seriously limits the use of Rho8 447 

approach in practice. D8-LTD approach can accurately trace the average direction of theoretical SWPs, 448 

leading to a much higher position accuracy than other approaches. This benefits from the consideration of 449 

upstream accumulated deviations in D8-LTD approach. 450 

(2) MFD algorithms yield excessive dispersive SWPs because of allowing multiple flow directions at 451 

each grid cell. The dispersion differs from the physical dispersion inherent in natural transport processes, 452 

thus is called artificial dispersion. An essential reason for the artificial dispersion is the difference between 453 

man-made rules in MFD algorithms and natural rules in physical transport process. The most significant 454 

artificial dispersion is always produced by FDFM approach, followed by MFD-md approach and then D∞ 455 
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approach. Due to the cross compensation of SWP area induced by artificial dispersion, FDFM SWPs exhibit 456 

the highest area accuracy and (secondary) lowest position accuracy compared with the SWPs extracted by 457 

other approaches. As to D∞ approach, the receiving grid cells on a 3×3 window is restricted to no more than 458 

two neighboring grid cells. Therefore, D∞ approach cannot find two drainage directions with an angle lager 459 

than 45 degree at each grid cell, resulting in much more centralized and asymmetric SWPs than the other 460 

approaches. Comparatively, MFD-md approach yields better SWPs characterized by multiple drainage 461 

directions and limited dispersion. 462 

 (3) There are high similarities in the E1 spatial distributions and average E1s of all flow direction 463 

algorithms except FDFM approach. The average E1 ranges from 16.3% to 75.2% on different synthetic 464 

surfaces and the minimum is obtained by FDFM approach for all synthetic surfaces. This is the reason why 465 

FDFM approach is widely used to obtain TWI map in TOPMPDEL. Obvious distinctions can be detected in 466 

the E2 spatial distributions and average E2s of different approaches. The average position error falls in the 467 

range of 46.0% to 161.4%. The maximum is gained by either D8 or FDFM approach, and the minimum by 468 

either D8-LTD or D∞ approach. 469 

(4) On a synthetic surface, an increase in DEM resolution without capturing more topographic 470 

variability generally leads to a decrease in the area and position accuracy of extracted SWPs. We 471 

recommend that there is no need to increase DEM resolution when most basic terrain types (plane, 472 

convergent or dispersive terrains) in a real-world terrain have been clearly captured by the DEM . 473 

In conclusion, this work provides a beneficial insight into evaluating the accuracy of extracted SWPs 474 

on synthetic surfaces. Results reveal that the average area and position errors of the extracted SWPs is larger 475 

than 20% and 45% in most cases, which is fairly unsatisfying in practice. There is an urgent need to propose 476 

a new flow direction algorithm that can extract topographic information more accurately.   477 

 478 
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Table 1 Formulas of synthetic surfaces , general equations of flow lines and the constants in the formulas of the synthetic 615 

surfaces   616 

 

Formulas of synthetic 

surfaces 

General equations 

of flow lines 

Constants in the formulas 

of synthetic surfaces 

Ellipsoid )0(1
2

2

2

2

2

2

 z
c

z

b

y

a

x  2

2

b

a

xconty   a=1600;b=1600;c=2000 

Inverse 

Ellipsoid 
)0(1

2

2

2

2

2

2

 z
c

z

b

y

a

x  2

2

b

a

xconty   a=1600;b=1600;c=2000 

Inclined Plane cbyaxz   contx
a

b
y   a=2;b=1.5;c=100 

Saddle 
2

2

2

2

2

2

b

y

a

x

c

z
  2

2

b

a

xconty   
a=1.5;b=1.0;c=0.1 

Note: cont in the general equation of flow line is obtained by substituting point coordinates into the equation 617 

 618 

 619 

  620 
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Table 2 Average E1 and E2 obtained by SFD and MFD algorithms on different synthetic surfaces  621 

 

SFD algorithms MFD algorithms 

 

D8 Rho8 D8-LTD FDFM FMD-md D∞ 

Average E1 

Ellipsoid 43.5% 41.7% 42.1% 31.9% 42.4% 43.1% 

Inverse ellipsoid 46.2% 46.2% 47.6% 75.2% 47.3% 46.2% 

Plane 47.4% 41.2% 41.0% 20.1% 43.6% 42.9% 

Saddle 23.3% 23.4% 23.4% 16.3% 23.4% 23.5% 

Average E2 

Ellipsoid 80.1% 69.5% 47.5% 76.0% 56.0% 55.9% 

Inverse ellipsoid 161.4% 139.8% 100.7% 142.1% 96.1% 88.8% 

Plane 115.4% 90.7% 48.6% 101.1% 84.4% 75.4% 

Saddle 107.7% 90.8% 46.0% 97.5% 65.5% 61.0% 

 622 

 623 

 624 



Figure 1 A 3×3 window in flow direction algorithm 

Figure 2 Sketch map of theoretical SWP originating from a grid cell on a natural terrain and in coordinate 

system 

Figure 3 Sketch map of the theoretical and estimated SWPs on 2×2 window 

Figure 4 Spatial distributions of elevations and theoretical SWPs on theoretical terrains 

Figure 5 Positions of theoretical and extracted SWPs on (a) ellipsoid, (b) inverse ellipsoid, (c) inclined 

plane and (d) saddle 

Figure 6 Spatial distributions of extracted SWP area, E1 and E2 on ellipsoid 

Figure 7 Spatial distributions of extracted SWP area, E1 and E2 on inverse ellipsoid 

Figure 8 Spatial distributions of extracted SWP area, E1 and E2 on inclined plane 

Figure 9 Spatial distributions of extracted SWP area, E1 and E2 on saddle 

Figure 10 Variation of average E1 and E2 with the resolution of DEM matrices 

Figure 11 SWPs extracted by SFD and MFD algorithms on (a) natural convergent terrains and (b) natural 

dispersive terrains 
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